Subject-Verb Agreement Worksheet Answers

Verbs in the following sentences are italicized. Underline the simple subject (or simple subjects) of each verb, and edit the verb to make it agree with the subject. Keep all verbs in the present tense.

1. Everyone who witnessed the event agrees that it was scientifically impossible.

2. The murder of crows, flying over the abandoned barn, gathered in the tree.

3. A tortoise and a hare headline the fable.

4. The door with many locks is providing adding safety.

5. The jerseys that the team wore showcased their team emblem.

6. One of the craters that were created by the asteroids is pictured in the newspaper.

7. A crowd of curious bystanders with binoculars told the detective what happened.

8. Hunger, which can cause a noisy stomach, causes many runs to Taco Bell.

9. Dry erase markers and the one eraser are used daily by the instructors there.

10. Anybody who travels for a living states that trains are more scenic than planes.